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Here' s something of genuine importance for your bookshelves: the first fruit of 
the BSI History Project is a volume called " DEAR STARRETT -  / " DEAR BR1GGS -" , 
being the letters of Vincent Starrett & Gray Chandler Briggs from 1930 to 1934. 
In this correspondence between two great-hearted Sherlockians we see the gest-
ation & birth of Starrett' s Magnum Opus THE PRIVATE LIFE OF SHERLOCK HOLMES, 
still a cornerstone of any worthwhile Holmesian library. Briggs, as should be 
better-known, was the first person to make a firm identification of the site of 
221B Baker Street. The letters give a vivid impression of Holmesian scholarship 
in those far-off days before the Baker Street Irregulars and the Sherlock 
Holmes Society of London; they were compiled and edited, as his last great 
contribution to the scholarship of Holmes, by the late John Nieminski, while the 
notes and introduction are the work of Jon L. Lellenberg. These are almost as 
fascinating as the letters themselves, and as tantalising: I' d love to know what 
became of the artist Manley and his posters for Starrett' s book and for Bell' s 
SHERLOCK HOLMES & DR WATSON. " DEAR STARRETT - " /" DEAR BRIGGS - "  is publish-
ed in an edition of 500 by Fordham University Press ( Bronx, NY 10458, USA for 
the Baker Street Irregulars, at $l8.95. Expensive for a paperback of 128 pages, 
but not when you bear in mind that it was already a collector' s item before 
publication! Here' s to the next volume in the Project! 

Published last year ( and somehow missed by most of us, but not by Derek Hinrich  
was A LA RECHERCHE DU CRICKET PERDU by Simon Barnes ( Macmillan, £7.95 , a 
series of very clever literary parodies including " The Case of the Masked 
Captain"  ( " by Arthur Conan Doyle"  - all have a cricket theme, of course. 

Michael Cox tells me of THE INTERNATIONAL ILLUSTRATED SHERLOCK HOLMES edited 
by Tsukasa Kobayashi, Akane Higashiyama & John Bennett Shaw, " a handsome 
paperback, arranged story by story, collecting illustrations from all over the 
world. The main text is in Japanese but the captions are in English and there' s 
a colour section on the Granada films" . Can anyone provide publication details 
( or a copy for review ? Yvonne Parkin' s interviews with various people conn-
ected with the Granada film series & THE SECRET OF SH will be published this 
year in transcript separately from the rest of her interviews. More when it 
reaches me. ( Yvonne' s.address is 44 Wilmslow Close, Redesdale Park, Wallsend, Tyne 
& Wear NE28 8TB.  Our own Jean Upton is Art Editor of a very worthwhile 
quarterly called PRESCOTT' S PRESS, covering all sorts of aspects of Holmesiana 
with humour & scholarship ( details from the Editor, Warren Randall, at PO Box 
6lO, Levittown, NY 11756, USA . 

Clive Brooks, whose enjoyable pastiches began publication in AD LIB magazine, has 
two books newly out: THE MEMOIRS OF PROFESSOR MORIARTY vol. 1, and SHERLOCK 
HOLMES REVISITED - THE HITHERTO UNCHRONICLED ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES 
vol. 1. The first is a limited edition of 300, hardbound and containing 30 cont-
emporary illustrations; it' s available only from Rupert Books ( 59 Stonefield, 
Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 8TE . The second may be had, signed & dedicated, for 
£11.99 from SpyGlass Books, Special Order Department, 23 Sylvan Avenue, Bitterne, 

Southampton S02 5JW. Cheques payable to Brooks Books ( overseas customers please 
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add £4 postage per book; please pay in Sterling or International Money Order . 
SHERLOCK HOLMES REVISITED is also a profusely illustrated hardback. More 
information about these books ( and much more, including Clive Brooks'  new series 
of audio cassettes  can be had from Rupert Books, whose new newsletter ( RUPERT 
BOOKS NEWS no. 2  is a mine of information. Finally on this subject, Donald 
Redmond' s monumental SHERLOCK HOLMES AMONG THE PIRATES was published last 
month by the Greenwood Press at £34.95. 

Carol Whitlam tells me that the 3rd collection of Michael Hardwick' s radio 
adaptations featuring Carleton Hobbs & Norman Shelley is now available on 
cassette in the BBC Radio Collection; the stories are MUSG, BLAC, BRUC & DANC. 
Bill Black notes that vols 7 & 8 of THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SH ( from the classic 
1940s American radio series with Rathbone & Bruce  are now available at Murder 
One ( and, I think, from Rupert Books  at £7.95; no. 7 features " The Out of Date 
Murder"  & " The Waltz of Death" , while no. 8 has " Colonel Warburton' s Madness"  & 
" The Iron Box" . Due in the autumn are the first three double cassettes of Grant 
Eustace' s canonical adaptations, first heard as in-flight entertainment on 
British Airways. These will be ( A)  PRI0/CHAS/BOSC/SECO, ( B)  NAVA/SIXN/ABBE/ 
NORW, ( C)  BLUE/SOLI/SCAN/REDH; they' ll be followed in the new year by ( D)  
BLAC/TW1S/GOLD/SPEC, ( E)  COPP/ENGI/SUSS/SHOS, ( F)  BRUC/CARD/THOR/DEVI. 

Holmes & Watson are played by Roy Marsden & John Moffatt. If these 6 sets sell 
well, there' s a possibility of ( G) MUSG/SILV/FINA/EMPT and ( H)  HOUN. The 
cassettes will be issued at £6.99 each by The Talking Tape Company ( Unit 11, 
Shaftesbury Industrial Centre, The Runnings, Cheltenham GL51 9NH) . 

From Bert Coules comes more exciting news: BBC Radio plans a series based on the 
short stories for Radio 4 on Wednesday afternoons in the new year, to be 
transmitted in the order of first appearance in THE STRAND. Each play will be 45 
minutes, and Holmes & Watson will probably be played by Clive Merrison & Michael 
Williams. The writers will be Bert Coules, Peter Mackie & Vincent McInerney. 
John Tydeman, head of radio drama, has stated that this series will be a prelude 
to dramatisations of all the Sherlock Holmes stories. At the New End Theatre, 
Hampstead ( 27 New End, Hampstead, London NW3 1JD - phone 071-794 0022  from 24 
July to 19 August, Ipcress Productions will present PARTNERS IN CRIME, a new 
Sherlock Holmes play by F.G. Callan, starring Brian Abbott as Holmes, Norman 
Mitchell as Conan Doyle, John Duval as A.J. Raffles, Derek Bell as E.W. Hornung, 
Glyn Grain as Watson & Michael Rhenish as Mycroft. The director is Michael Hunt. 

Performances are at 8 pm Tuesday to Sunday; tickets are £6 ( £4 concessions, except 
Friday & Saturday when they' re £0.50. 

Late news from the 7% CONVENTION is that Douglas Wilmer will definitely attend, 
while Jeremy Paul, Edward Hardwicke & Richard Carpenter will be there if 
professional engagements permit. The list of activities planned for the 
Convention is far too long to detail here. Enough to say that it all looks GOOD - 
and if that isn' t sufficient persuasion, remember that all proceeds after 
expenses will go to the Samaritans. If you' re interested in the Convention but 
can' t attend, you can become a Non-Attending Supporter for just £6 ( £7 in Europe; 
$14US ( surface mail , or $18US ( air mail  elsewhere ; for this you' ll receive 
the Convention Book ( foreword by Peter Cushing  and support a very worthwhile 
charity. Send cheques ( payable to The 7% Convention to Jane Sayle at 6 Bramham 
Moor, Hill Head, Fareham, Hampshire P014 JRU. 

No room for more. Look out for our Hundredth Issue! 


